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Work package 1

Holistic, transdisciplinary and whole-of-society
perspective on neo-carbon energy system.

Focus on societal disruptions,
transformations and discontinuities
enabled and fostered by the neo-carbon
system.

• The main objective of the WP1 is to study possible
socio-economic futures related to neo-carbon energy
system.
• What kinds of societal – economic, cultural, political
and lifestyles-related – changes does the neo-carbon
energy system promote and enable?
• Emphasis on citizen-perspectives and desired,
preferred and transformational futures
• How can Finnish businesses utilize
these changes?

Four Scenarios

The logic behind the scenarios is that as solar and
wind are relatively evenly distributed and cheap to
exploit, they promote a distributed, grass-roots
society and related lifestyles.
For instance, solar & wind could provide cheap
energy for household or community scale
production.
What kind of lifestyles, values, organization models
and production modes can emerge from the neocarbon model?

The scenarios of WP1 emphasize transformations:
they differ more or less radically from the present.
The aim is not to predict probable futures but to
explore and open up different possible futures
instead.
Through seemingly improbable possibilities fresh
thoughts can be provoked.

Transformation scenarios
• In scenario processes, there are usually 3-4
different scenarios: Continued Growth
(“business as usual”), Collapse, Discipline
(sustainable development etc.), or
Transformation (Dator 2011)
• All scenarios of WP1 represent the category
Transformation in order to explore
unconventional future possibilities. (This is in
line with the expectations from Tekes
programme of new strategic openings.)

In each of the scenarios of WP1 energy is
produced mainly in wind and solar farms and
used locally in the form of synthetic methane.
However, the energy pallet can vary from
scenario to scenario, and the neo-carbon
(wind, solar, methane) system be realized in
different ways.
These details are not specified in the scenario
sketches.

The scenario work began with horizon scanning
by collecting approximately 100 driving forces –
technologies and phenomena which affect how
the future will unfold.
Out of these driving forces circa 25 were selected
using two criteria:
1) They were relevant to the neo-carbon setting
2) They were thought to have high impacts and
uncertain outcomes (the variation in possible
outcomes is high)

The selected driving forces were arranged
in two thematic groups:

Peer-to-peer and
Values of environmental orientation.

These two clustered driving forces form the basis
for all of the four scenarios.
The differences between scenarios stem from the
variation of these driving forces.
The two driving forces were assigned two opposing
extreme end “values”.

Peer-to-peer can be realized
1) within “traditional” organizations
(“centralized peer-to-peer/corporate”), and
2) as a “genuine” grassroots approach
(“distributed peer-to-peer/neo-communal”).
Values of environmental orientation can be manifested
1) in a “shallow” way (“pragmatic ecology”) in which
concrete results are prioritized, and as an
2) ecological worldview (“deep ecology”) in which not only
results matter but the whole ethos of society cherishes
ecological values.

TRANSFORMATIVE SCENARIOS 2050 FOR NEO-CARBON ENERGY
Deep
ecology

Radical startups

New consciousness

Society is business-oriented, but
economy is driven by a multitude of
small-scale startups known for their
“radical” values and approaches.

Deep ecological values and distributed
models have led to altogether new kind
of consciousness and worldview.

Environmental problems are solved
commercially. Businesses are drivers of
new, ecologically oriented lifestyles.

Values of
environmental Value-oriented “Techemoths”
orientation
Peer-to-peer approaches are common,
but they are practiced in more or less
traditional organisations.

Pragmatic
ecology

Markets take care of environmental
issues.

Corporate
(Centralized
peer-to-peer)

Environmental problems are not seen
as practical issues but calling for deeper
changes in values and mindsets.
Green DIY Engineers
Engineer-oriented citizens have
organized themselves as local
communities.
Environmental problems are solved
locally, with a practical mindset.

Peer-to-peer

Neo-Communal
(Distributed
peer-to-peer)

So, four tentative scenarios were drafted:

Corporate peer-to-peer + Deep ecology:

1) Radical Startups

Corporate peer-to-peer + Pragmatic ecology:

2) Value oriented “techemoths”

Neo-communal peer-to-peer + Pragmatic ecology:

3) Green DIY engineers

Neo-communal peer-to-peer + Deep ecology:

4) New Consciousness

RADICAL STARTUPS

Society is organized as horizontal peer-to-peer
networks. However, this reorganization has
taken place in numerous small and mediumsized enterprises.
Small enterprises have become the places
where people can often best express
themselves and do things that are meaningful
to them.

The first pioneers of the new corporate culture
arose from the ashes of the media crisis of early
2000’s and 2010’s.
Media start-ups’ sense of environmental
responsibility spread to other companies as well,
and companies became the vanguards of
deep ecological thinking.
Instead of a global scale, most start-ups operate
locally and regionally. They provide for local needs
and solve environmental problems “on-site”.

VALUE-ORIENTED
”TECHEMOTHS”

Internet and consumer electronic
behemoths such as Google, Facebook
and Apple have become the centres of
power in society.
They are almost self-sufficient entities,
and their office buildings like cities:
workers live most of their lives within
corporate properties.

Large corporations have the resources often lacking
from smaller companies and peer-to-peer ventures
of individuals.
Thus technology-enabled peer-to-peer organisation
models usually take place within big companies.
Companies act as hubs and enablers (“platforms”)
for individuals’ shared projects.
The rich have become the progressive force in
society. Tech billionaires buy social and cultural
status by investing in risky but bold and groundbreaking projects.
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GREEN DIY
ENGINEERS

The world has faced an ecological collapse due
to the combination of rampant climate change
and species extinction.
Practical mindset is highly valued, and
engineer the “ideal citizen” in society.
Engineer-oriented citizens have organized
themselves as local communities.

Everything is recycled with almost zero-waste.
Food is produced locally, and DIY synthetic biology
and bioengineering experiments have produced
nutritious plants with very high yields.
Biomaterials provide communities with bioplastics,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals and construction
materials, such as organic bricks.

In spite of the practical ethos, the excited and
curious amateur mind merges practicality with
beauty and joy.
Everything fabricated is useful and functional, but
provide for amusement, humour and leisure as well.
Africa, with its tradition of amateur tinkerers, has
been a forerunner in DIY solutions, and has achieved
a significant global political, economic and cultural
role.

NEW CONSCIOUSNESS

Collective consciousness started to transform
radically in the second decade of the 21st century.
It was widely understood that environmental
problems were so huge that partial, practical and
technological solutions were nowhere enough to
solve them.
New values changed behaviours thoroughly, which
led to drastically more efficient improvements in the
state of the environment than technical or political
solutions alone could ever have achieved.

At the same time information and communication
technologies became pervasive and ubiquitous.
As everyone was constantly connected to networks
of other individuals and organisations, clear lines
between individuals began to wither away.
Identity began to be understood as person’s
interaction with his or her environment, and thus, as
porous, deeply interactive and ever changing.
Humans began to see themselves as part of nature,
not outside or above it.

As a consequence, the reductionist model, where
wholes are reduced to their parts, prevalent since
the Enlightenment and the scientific revolution,
begun to crumble.
What became instead was a worldview drawing
from the systems theory, in which
everything is seen as connected to everything else.
Spirituality, the notion that one is more than his or
her ego and deeply connected to social and
biological environment, has re-entered society’s
mainstream.

WP1 & WP2 workshop
at FFRC 1.12.2014
Participants: Christian Breyer, Hannele
Holttinen, Tiina Koljonen, Pasi Vainikka
Hosts: Sirkka Heinonen, Joni Karjalainen and
Juho Ruotsalainen
The scenarios were presented, discussed and
worked further

Feedback from the workshop
There is no proper collapse scenario (i.e. all of the
scenarios are more or less optimistic)
Some basic variables should be included in each
scenario: e.g. population levels, inequality/poverty,
drought, the development and size of cities)
Responses to Feedback
•
•
•

A separate collapse scenario may not be needed
Collapses of various magnitude and scale may be embedded within the
scenarios (e.g. New Consciousness scenario may not be possible without a
major crises)
Scenarios can be subjected to sensitivity testing with a crisis factor, or to
various Black Swans/Wild Cards

We received lots of other comments and
feedback as well, which will be incorporated in
the scenarios.
WP 2.1 & Tiina Koljonen, VTT will provide
numerical calculations for the scenarios after they
have been elaborated further.
Scenarios will include PESTEC Tables

Futures Clinique I
6.5.2015 Atlas-sali at Sitra, Helsinki (Ruoholahti)
20-40 participants
In addition to project partners, researchers,
NGOs, artists, journalists, companies, startups,
etc. will be invited to participate
The first to register will guarantee their
attendance (NEO-CARBON researchers/stakeholders etc. prioritised)

Futures Clinique I
The purpose of the Futures Clinique is to
elaborate the WP1 scenarios further, in terms of
energy system and other aspects as well.
One of the foresight tools to be used is the
PESTEC table, which was already used at the WP1
& WP2 workshop for two of the scenarios
(Value-based Techemoths and New Consciousness).

PESTEC Value-oriented ”Techemoths”

Corporate (Centralized peer-to-peer)
Pragmatic ecology
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Group members: Hannele Holttinen, Pasi Vainikka. Moderator: Joni Karjalainen (at FFRC Helsinki, 01.12.2014)

Political

UN failed, global consensus has not been achieved – like it never has been when it has most mattered
Cultural perceptions have regionalised the world
Industry / company power used for ambitiously targeted solutions
Forerunners create rules along the way. Companies’ product development drives regulation
Access to capital and surety (“takaus”) are provided by state, model akin to affordable student loans (“opintolaina”)

Economic

Social

Global trade brings efficiency (and costs down) with integrating electricity markets
Energy abundance from RE sources
In innovation, large companies “eat “ small niche companies
The larger the energy system, the cheaper it is to include intermittent energy. European-wide grid would help.
Benchmark Denmark: In Cell (CCPP) project, local distribution networks into use only when there are problems.
“Rebirth” of the industrialisation era where company patrons provide welfare and leisure for their employees
A world of inequality – poverty and richness
Rewards for employees
Renewable energy and renewable energy services (RES) are “cool” – Push for less emissions

Technological

Space solar power. These kinds of projects are funded by tech billionaires
Central and distributed control – “smart grid”
PV/Wind technology deployment funding available
Companies fund peoples’ projects; companies administer the service. Crowdfunding as an additional lever.
Storage products, electric vehicles (EVs) and geothermal systems are provided by large companies

Environmental

Companies provide products and services that reduce CO2.

Cultural/
Citizen/
Customer

It’s okay not to know the customer. Continuous “beta” model of concept development; customer is discovered later
Peer-to-peer culture put forward through (and lives inside) companies, which drives positive globalisation
Clientele is constantly growing. Deployment is ensured by growing global middle-class
“Slush type of fever”, “Silicon Valley mindset” and companies’ ambition drive the process to reach zero emissions

Aggregator concepts/products. Full-service package (“kokonaistoimitus”) tackles ecological problems, eg. water
availability and zero-waste processes

PESTEC Value-oriented ”Techemoths”

Corporate (Centralized peer-to-peer)
Pragmatic ecology
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Group members: Hannele Holttinen, Pasi Vainikka. Moderator: Joni Karjalainen (at FFRC Helsinki, 01.12.2014)

Political

UN failed, global consensus has not been achieved – like it never has been when it has most mattered

Comments on “Techemoths” PESTEC:

Cultural perceptions have regionalised the world
Industry / company power used for ambitiously targeted solutions
Forerunners create rules along the way. Companies’ product development drives regulation

Access to capital and surety (“takaus”) are provided by state, model akin to affordable student loans (“opintolaina”)

Economic

Social

“Forerunners create rules along the way.
Companies’ product development drives
regulation” (Political)

Global trade brings efficiency (and costs down) with integrating electricity markets

Energy abundance from RE sources
In innovation, large companies “eat “ small niche companies
The larger the energy system, the cheaper it is to include intermittent energy. European-wide grid would help.
Benchmark Denmark: In Cell (CCPP) project, local distribution networks into use only when there are problems.
“Rebirth” of the industrialisation era where company patrons provide welfare and leisure for their employees
A world of inequality – poverty and richness
Rewards for employees

“Companies fund peoples’ projects; companies
Space solar power. These kinds of projects are funded by tech billionaires
administer
the– “smart
service.
Crowdfunding as an
Central
and distributed control
grid”
PV/Wind technology deployment funding available
additional
(Technological)
Companies
fund peoples’lever”
projects; companies
administer the service. Crowdfunding as an additional lever.
Renewable energy and renewable energy services (RES) are “cool” – Push for less emissions

Technological

Storage products, electric vehicles (EVs) and geothermal systems are provided by large companies

Environmental

Companies provide products and services that reduce CO2.

Cultural/
Citizen/
Customer

It’s okay not to know the customer. Continuous “beta” model of concept development; customer is discovered later
Peer-to-peer culture put forward through (and lives inside) companies, which drives positive globalisation
Clientele is constantly growing. Deployment is ensured by growing global middle-class
“Slush type of fever”, “Silicon Valley mindset” and companies’ ambition drive the process to reach zero emissions

“Silicon Valley mindset and ambition to reach
zero emissions” (Cultural)

Aggregator concepts/products. Full-service package (“kokonaistoimitus”) tackles ecological problems, eg. water
availability and zero-waste processes

PESTEC New Consciousness

Neo-communal (Distributed peer-to-peer)
Deep ecology
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Group members: Tiina Koljonen, Christian Breyer. Moderator: Juho Ruotsalainen (at FFRC Helsinki, 01.12.2014)

Political

Star Trek world

Working socialism

Perfect democracy achieved
Totally idealistic

Economic

Military/war investments needed no more Can be used in other areas such as poverty reduction and R&D
Immaterial, high-value growth
Basic needs are satisfied
Economic growth has to be very high
Economic benefits of “super grids” are limited

Social

Deeply networked citizens live in small-scale communities
Low poverty No need to move to cities
Health services and increasing GDP have solved population growth
Communities (of approximately 2 000-10 000 citizens in each) are the basic units, connected with other communities
Multiculture – Rich ecosystems as a model

Technological

Steel is replaced with carbon fibres
Tremendous investments are needed
Nuclear waste can be “neutralized” – decay periods are reduced dramatically
Virtual reality
However, this has not replaced physical contacts

Investments needed

“2 000 watts society” – All production is extremely efficient
Smart grid: merging of communication and energy. Trading energy over long distances

Environmental

RE technology is ubiquitous, everywhere in environment: Solar PV, wind, geothermal, ocean energy, waves, bio, CCU
Zero / Emissions-negative No fossils, no nuclear
Wood is used only for materials
Western Arctic ice shield is lost
Sea levels have risen dramatically
In Finland, most parts of environmental strategies would have to be rethought

Cultural/
Citizen/
Customer

Cf. the world in “Avatar” movie Global peace, government Everything is connected to everything else
Only a severe catastrophe could lead to radical changes in values
The “old world” is despised and seen as barbaric

PESTEC New Consciousness

Neo-communal (Distributed peer-to-peer)
Deep ecology
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Group members: Tiina Koljonen, Christian Breyer. Moderator: Juho Ruotsalainen (at FFRC Helsinki, 01.12.2014)

Political

Star Trek world Working socialism
Comments
on “New Consciousness” PESTEC:
Perfect democracy achieved
Totally idealistic

Economic

“Low
poverty
There is no need to move to
Military/war investments needed no more Can be used in other areas such as poverty reduction and R&D
Immaterial, high-value growth
cities”
(Economic/social)
Basic needs are
satisfied
Economic growth has to be very high
Economic benefits of “super grids” are limited

Social

Deeply networked citizens live in small-scale communities
“This
aneedmulticultural
society – consider rich
Low povertyisNo
to move to cities
Health services and increasing GDP have solved population growth
ecosystems
as2 000-10
a model”
(Social)
Communities (of approximately
000 citizens in each)
are the basic units, connected with other communities
Multiculture – Rich ecosystems as a model

Technological

Environmental

Cultural/
Citizen/
Customer

Steel is replaced with carbon fibres
Tremendous investments are needed
Nuclear waste can be “neutralized” – decay periods are reduced dramatically
Virtual reality
However, this has not replaced physical contacts

Investments needed

“All production is extremely efficient - 2 000 watts
“2 000 watts society” – All production is extremely efficient
society
(Technological);
”RE
technology
is
Smart grid: merging
of communication and energy. Trading
energy
over long distances
RE technology is ubiquitous, everywhere in environment: Solar PV, wind, geothermal, ocean energy, waves, bio, CCU
Zero / Emissions-negative
No fossils, no nuclear
harnessed
everywhere.”
(Technological)
Wood is used only for materials
Western Arctic ice shield is lost
Sea levels have risen dramatically
In Finland, most parts of environmental strategies would have to be rethought

Cf. the world in “Avatar”
movie ice
Global peace,
government
Everything
is connected
to everything
else
Western
Arctic
shield
lost,
sea
levels
have
Only a severe catastrophe could lead to radical changes in values
The “old world” is despised and seen as barbaric
risen
considerably.” (Environmental)

Questions?
What impressions and thoughts did the
transformative scenarios provoke?
How could the scenarios of societal
development benefit other WPs?
What questions should be especially discussed
at Futures Clinique I?

Thank you!
Prof. Sirkka Heinonen
Project Researcher Joni Karjalainen
Project Researcher Juho Ruotsalainen
Finland Futures Research Centre FFRC, University of Turku
WP1
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